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ABSTRACT

Several emerging application domains in scientific computing demand high computation throughputs to achieve terascale or higher performance. Dedicated centers hosting scientific computing tools on a few high-end servers could rely on hardware accelerator co-processors that contain multiple lightweight custom cores interconnected through an on-chip network. With increasing workloads, these many-core platforms need to deliver high overall computation throughput while also being energy-efficient. Conventional multicore architectures can achieve a limited computational throughput due to the inherent multi-hop nature of the on-chip network architecture. By inserting long-range links that act as shortcuts in a regular network-on-chip (NoC) architecture, both the achievable bandwidth and energy efficiency of a multicore platform can be significantly enhanced. In this paper, we first propose a NoC-driven use-case model for throughput-oriented scientific applications, and subsequently use the model to study the effect of using long-range links in conjunction with different resource allocation strategies on reducing the overall on-chip communication and enhancing computational throughput. NoCs with both wired and on-chip wireless links are explored in the study. We also evaluate our NoC-based platforms with respect to energy-efficiency and power consumption. We analyze how throughput and power consumption are correlated with the statistical properties of the application traffic. In addition, we compare and analyze chip-level thermal profiles for these alternatives. Our experiments using kernels from a popular phylogenetic inference application suite show that we can deliver computation throughput over $10^{11}$ operations per second, consuming ~0.5 nJ per operation, while ensuring that on-chip temperature variation is within 26 °C.
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1. Introduction

Many scientific computing disciplines have seen a significant increase in the availability of parallel algorithms and high performance computing (HPC) tools owing to high run-time complexities and/or the data-intensive nature underlying the computation. This is particularly true with emerging application domains, such as bioinformatics and computational biology, in addition to more traditional applications requiring HPC resources. In all such cases, new data-generation technologies are placing an enormous stress on software tools to perform beyond terascale to peta- and exa-scale. Given the diversity of tools and the need to cater to a wide user-base, it is becoming common practice, even within academic settings, to have a dedicated center that hosts a variety of scientific computing tools on a few high-end data servers. The throughput requirement that these multi-user servers need to meet can be substantial since the servers can be expected to service concurrent requests from a variety of applications, each with differing resource requirements. These servers would often consist of multicore hardware accelerator co-processor platforms where the cores are designed to accelerate targeted operations and are interconnected with an on-chip network. A similar setup is also becoming common practice, albeit on a larger scale, in cloud solution providers (e.g. [1]). While throughput is important, it is necessary to restrain energy consumption and power dissipation in these hardware accelerators. Multicore platforms based on network-on-chip (NoC) are known to have inherent advantages with respect to both throughput and energy-efficiency [2]. In addition, various studies have shown the efficacy of NoC driven platforms to accelerate specific target applications (e.g. [3]).

In this paper, we propose, design and evaluate NoC-based platforms for enhancing the computation throughput of scientific applications. Our evaluation of the NoC-based platforms includes analysis of the resulting performance, energy-efficiency and power consumption, and thermal profiling. More specifically, we analyze how throughput and power consumption are correlated with the statistical properties of the application traffic. In addition, we compare and analyze chip-level thermal profiles to identify hot-spot distribution and correlate them with architecture-level design choices.
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In order to design our platform, we assume the following use-case model (see Fig. 1): a CPU runs the parent process and communicates via an interface (e.g., PCIe) to a multicore system-on-chip that acts as a hardware accelerator for specific computation-heavy kernels. There is a queue of jobs offloaded by the CPU to the hardware accelerator and an allocation unit (MasterController) assigns the requested computational resources from the hardware accelerator to the job at the head of the queue. Once some computation resources are assigned to a job, they stay busy till the execution of that particular job concludes, and the result is sent back to the CPU through a similar interface (e.g., PCIe). Each computational resource is a lightweight custom core embedded in a NoC. This work aims to characterize such hardware accelerator platforms in terms of overall computation throughput, energy consumption, power dissipation and thermal profiling.

The computational footprint of many scientific applications fits the proposed use-case model, for example, the use of servers that host application programs to implement standard functions in phylogenetic inference [6], genome/gene sequencing [7], climate modeling and weather prediction [8], etc. For instance, a typical genome assembly algorithm farms out billions of pairwise sequence alignment tasks, each of which aligns two strings of small lengths (e.g., 100–500 base pairs) and can use a small number of cores (e.g., 8–16) [9]. As another example, consider the problem of computing phylogenetic inference using maximum likelihood (ML) [10], where one typically needs to carry out billions of independent tree evaluations, each of which internally performs a small number of floating point calculations using a few cores. In such applications, enhancing overall throughput in computation translates to shorter time to solution. To this end, integration of many cores using an on-chip network (or NoC) presents an attractive model of computation, not only due to the availability of a large number of cores, but also because the computation within the individual tasks in many of these applications (e.g., sequence alignment in the genome assembly problem) can be designed to take advantage of fine-grain on-chip parallelism involving a fixed number of cores.

For any NoC design, the choice of the on-chip network architecture is an important determinant of the overall throughput and energy efficiency achieved by the many-core system. Introduction of long-range links in regular architectures such as a mesh reduces the overall network diameter and enhances throughput by reducing inter-core communication latency [4]. It has been shown that the use of on-chip wireless links to implement these shortcuts leads to significant savings in latency and energy, even considering the overhead of wireless transceivers [3]. Consequently, in this paper, we design and evaluate NoC-based platforms consisting of long-range on-chip wireless links in addition to standard wired links in a particular network topology. To the best of our knowledge, the study reported in this paper represents the first attempt at designing and empirically characterizing NoC-driven accelerator platforms built using both wired and wireless links for throughput-oriented scientific applications.

2. Related work

Use of hardware accelerators for scientific computation is the subject of substantial ongoing research. A variety of platforms, including those based on FPGA, GPU, CBE, general-purpose multicore and custom multicores, have been considered in existing research for bioinformatics applications such as sequence analysis, phylogenetic inference, molecular dynamics and molecular docking [11]. Hardware accelerators using FPGA have been developed for implementing ClustalW [12], which is a popular program for carrying out multiple sequence alignment of sequences. The sequence search tool BLAST has been accelerated with the help of Cell Broadband Engine (CBE), consisting of a 64-bit Power Processor Element (PPE) and eight Synergistic Processing Elements (SPEs) [13], Annapolis Microsystems Wildstar II-Pro board with two Xilinx Virtex-II FPGAs [14], and nVidia GeForce 7800 GTX GPU [15]. However, the best performance in PSA is reported by a NoC-based implementation [16] owing to its custom core architecture and interconnection topology. In phylogenetic inference, prior work has explored HW/SW co-design using FPGA-based hardware accelerator [17], FPGA platforms with DSP slices to speed up floating-point operations [18], using an FPGA platform to implement a co-processor for whole genome Maximum Parsimony (MP) phylogeny reconstruction [19], optimizing a version of a Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogeny reconstruction for CBE [20], and comparison of CBE, GPU and general-purpose multiprocessor for speeding up a Bayesian phylogenetic inference program [21]. A comparison of the acceleration achieved across these studies and particularly the comparative study in [21] show that multicores have the best overall throughput performance and the other platforms suffer from inter-processor communication bottlenecks. Consequently, network-on-chip (NoC) based multicore hardware accelerator
platforms have been shown to deliver superior performance for MP [22] and ML [23] phylogeny reconstruction.

Among other compute-intensive domains, hardware acceleration is of critical importance in real-time image and video processing, as evident in the substantial research being carried out in the area, for example [24]. An analytical optimization framework for a multi-accelerator SoC, given a sequential workload and a set of potential accelerators, is described in [25]. Most of such accelerators are limited in the number of cores they can integrate in order to guarantee efficient inter-core communication for delivering high throughput. Although standard NoC-based platforms have an edge over others, multi-hop communication often proves to be the principal bottleneck in achieving high throughput.

Insertion of long range wired links following principles of small-world graphs [4] have shown to enhance NoC performance. However, this scheme implements the long-range links with conventional wires. It has been already shown that beyond a certain length, wireless links are more energy efficient than conventional metal wires. Hence, the performance improvement by using long-range wireless links will be more than that using wired links. Designs of small-world based hierarchical wireless NoC architectures introduced and elaborated in [5] demonstrate this. We leverage the benefits of using long-range wireless shortcuts on a NoC to achieve high-throughput computation for applications, while maintaining low energy consumption and power dissipation. We also show how different models of usage of wireless long-range links present a throughput-power tradeoff.

3. NoC design with long-range links

We present the design of a multicore system-on-chip, where the cores consist of lightweight custom-designed processing elements (PEs), and the on-chip network is a folded torus (network choice explained in Section 3.2). We insert long-range shortcuts using on-chip wireless links on top of the folded torus, and explore different strategies to allocate the computational resources of the system to the application. The details of the system design, wireless shortcut placement, resource allocation and routing are described in this section.

3.1. Processing element (PE)

Scientific applications need to carry out a wide range of operations (e.g. logarithm, exponentiation, multiplication, integer comparison, trigonometric functions, etc.). For the sake of design and evaluation in this paper and without loss of generality, we built a PE that performs only a subset of these calculations (using phylogenetic inference as a demonstration study). It is to be noted that the PE design can be modified to accommodate other kinds of granular calculations without changing the overall system design and evaluation methodology. We designed a homogeneous many-core system, where a PE computes vector products on floating point numbers and elementary functions like logarithms and exponents. A PE is one computation node and communicates with other PEs (computation nodes) through the respective network switches and the on-chip network. The number of such nodes represents the system size, $N$, of the many-core system.

In order to include fine-grain parallelism in our study, we designed each PE to consist of four similar computation cores. The function of the core is to carry out arithmetic operations at the heart of hardware acceleration. We use fixed-point hybrid number system (FXP-HNS) [26], an efficient and accurate number system to represent floating point numbers. We use 64-bits for number representation; as such our core datapath is 64-bit wide. The architecture of the datapath of a computation core within each PE is shown in Fig. 2. The datapath consists of six pipeline stages, with the functions of each stage indicated in the figure. We consider logarithm and exponentiation as basic operations that the PE is designed to accelerate, while vector product (sum-of-four-products) is a compound operation involving the basic operations. Logarithm and exponential operations (see logarithmic converter and antilogarithmic converter in Fig. 2) are based on piecewise-linear table-based approximations described in [26], and implemented with logic circuits. In addition, each PE has 0.5 MB memory in the form of register
banks to store inputs and computation outputs. We used Verilog HDL to design the PE along with a wrapper for instruction decoding, data fetching and data write-back. We synthesized the design with 65 nm standard cell libraries from CMP [27]. We determined the clock frequency of 1 GHz based on the critical path (Stage 2) shown in Fig. 2.

3.2. Network architecture

The choice of the underlying interconnection fabric topology is determined from the perspective of the application and VLSI implementation. Our target is the class of applications that spawn a stream of independent jobs (constituent functions) that individually require variable amounts of computation resources. Communication occurs only among nodes catering to a single job during its execution. The location of these nodes on the network is a variable for every instance of an allocated job, leading to arbitrary point-to-point communication. The traffic patterns are hence dynamically changing and steady-state characteristics do not indicate any clustering or traffic localization, as shown in a sample statistical analysis of the traffic pattern over time in Fig. 3. Distributed network architectures are generally better suited for such traffic patterns. Consequently, we use a folded torus. From the VLSI implementation perspective, a torus is a scalable network architecture whose regularity provides for easier timing closure and reduces dependence on interconnect scalability [28]. All inter-node links in the folded torus are one-hop links with respect to the 1 GHz clock used. As mentioned above this clock frequency requirement arises from the critical path constraint in the PE. As mentioned earlier, our datapath is 64-bit wide. We designate our flit size to be 64 bits and split each inter-node message into three flits – header, body and tail. As a result, each inter-node link has a minimum bandwidth of 64 Gbps.

3.3. Long-range on-chip wireless links

In Section 3.2, we described our underlying network topology that suits a distributed traffic pattern. However, we would ideally want the average internode distances between nodes catering to the same job to be as low as possible, or in other words, we would want the nodes catering to a particular job to be all contiguous to one another. This cannot be guaranteed in practice because different jobs needing different number of resources could get submitted in real-time (as we further explain in Section 3.4). This could force any allocation method to either wait for all required nodes to be available continguously (the effect of which could be a significant delay in execution time coupled with a non-optimal use of the cores) or map the job on nodes that could potentially be non-contiguous along the network (as elaborated in Section 3.4). In the latter approach, large physical separation of these nodes on the network could lead to a significant communication overhead. From the network architecture point of view, bridging these gaps is possible through the use of long-range point-to-point shortcuts. Introduction of shortcuts on regular architectures have been shown to provide significant improvements in latency and network throughput for different kinds of applications [4]. Implementing these shortcuts using metal wires inherits the issues associated with long wires, viz. transmission delay and large power dissipation. High transmission delay makes it impossible to guarantee one-hop transmission. Use of on-chip wireless shortcuts overcomes these drawbacks [5].

3.3.1. Physical layer

Suitable on-chip antennas are necessary to establish the wireless links. It has been shown that wireless NoCs designed using carbon nanotube (CNT) antennas can significantly outperform conventional wireline counterparts [5]. Antenna characteristics of CNTs in the THz frequency range have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally [29]. Such nanotube antennas are good candidates for establishing on-chip wireless communications links and are henceforth considered in this work. CNT antennas can be used to assign different frequency channels to pairs of communicating source and destination nodes. This enables creation of dedicated and non-overlapping channels using the concept of frequency division multiplexing. This is implemented by using CNTs of different lengths, which are multiples of the wavelengths corresponding to the respective carrier frequencies. With currently available technology, it is possible to create 24 non-overlapping wireless channels, each capable of sustaining a data rate of 10 Gbps using CNT antennas. Technology-specific details on CNT are discussed in [5]. We determine the number of wireless links in our system based on the bandwidth each link needs to support. As mentioned earlier, each wireless (inter-node) link needs to sustain a bandwidth of 64 Gbps. Since each wireless channel can provide a bandwidth of 10 Gbps, we need to combine 7 channels per link (delivering up to 70 Gbps bandwidth). Hence, the maximum
number of single-hop wireless links we can implement is $|24/7| = 3$. Note that we could increase the number of wireless links providing the same bandwidth when future technology supports more than 24 non-overlapping channels.

### 3.3.2. Wireless link placement

Ideally, the placement of wireless links should be dictated by the demands in the traffic patterns generated by the target scientific application. For the kind of throughput-oriented scientific applications targeted in this paper, however, it is not possible to statically predict any particular traffic pattern because the underlying communication requirement could be arbitrary. The sets of communicating nodes executing a single task could be spread out over the whole network, thereby generating arbitrary point-to-point traffic over time (as corroborated by our observations made in Fig. 3). In fact, we observed the probability of non-local interaction between nodes is highest when the separation between them is equal to the diameter of the network. We have experimentally verified this observation by placing wireless links according to various considerations – based on uniform random traffic assumption, and along diameters of the network. As shown in Fig. 4, wireless link placement along the diameter leads to the lowest network latency among the possibilities considered. This observation can be explained by the fact that the most efficient node allocation method described in Section 3.4 divides the network into four quadrants, tries to allocate nodes locally, and the need for long-range links arises when allocated nodes are non-contiguous and lie in neighboring quadrants. It can be easily seen from Fig. 5 that the mean distance between adjacent quadrants is the network diameter of the folded torus. Since there are only 3 wireless links as explained earlier, we maximize their coverage by placing them along diameters of the folded torus with almost equal angular separation between each pair of diameters, as shown in Fig. 5. This ensures that nodes in all sections of the network have similar accessibility to a wireless link.

### 3.4. Dynamic node allocation

A network node is busy during the execution of a job by the PE; it is available otherwise. The computation nodes (PEs) continually send their busy/available status to the allocation unit, MasterController (see Fig. 1). When a job requests computation resources, MasterController allocates the requisite number of available computation nodes from the system. The nodes thus allocated form a partition during the course of function execution and communicate with one another. A desired feature of a partition is that its constituent nodes are co-located so as to minimize the average number of hops spent in message transfers. To this end, a good allocation strategy should ensure co-locality without incurring a large allocation time overhead. Simple approaches like breadth-first search do not fit these criteria. We present the following allocation methods, which can be classified into wireless-agnostic and wireless-aware methods. We also make use of the locality-preserving, space-filling Hilbert curve [30] for allocation. The resultant allocated partitions are denoted A-type if all nodes belonging to that partition are contiguous along wired links on the folded torus; else the partition is B-type.

#### 3.4.1. Parallel best-fit allocation using multiple Hilbert curves

This allocation strategy preferentially looks for a partition with contiguous nodes to maximize co-locality, and parallelizes the search in order to increase the probability of a hit. The algorithm is as follows:

1. First, we use four Hilbert curves on a square folded torus. These four curves are obtained by using right-angle rotation operations of a single Hilbert curve.
2. We further divide each of the four Hilbert curves into four segments, one from each quadrant – thereby resulting in a total of 16 segments (see Fig. 5). MasterController now has 16 heads, each of which is responsible for scanning a segment. All 16 heads act in parallel.
3. Each head now preferentially looks for an A-type partition in its segment. The first head to find such a partition returns it to the requesting job and interrupts all the other scanning heads.
4. In case no A-type partition is found after each head has finished scanning its segment, MasterController carries out a serial scan along a Hilbert curve and allocates available nodes as they are encountered.

This method of allocation is wireless-agnostic because we do not make use of the information regarding the location of wireless shortcuts. Systems using this method of allocation are denoted by $2D_{\text{parallel}}$ if they do not use wireless shortcuts, and $2D_{\text{parallel}}+\text{wireless}$ if wireless shortcuts are used only during message transfers.

#### 3.4.2. Wireless-first allocation using Hilbert curve

This is a wireless-aware allocation method in which MasterController looks for available node pairs directly connected by a wireless shortcut. If such a pair is available, they are allocated to the requesting job. MasterController then serially scans for the remaining
nodes following a Hilbert curve starting from a terminal node of
the wireless shortcut. Since only nodes belonging to the same
partition communicate with one another, this method ensures that
wireless shortcuts are fully utilized. In case no wireless shortcut is
available at the time of allocation, nodes are allocated based on a
serial scan along the Hilbert curve. Systems using this allocation
method are denoted by wireless + Hilbert.

3.4.3. Wireless-first, column-major allocation

This is another wireless-aware allocation method, which looks
for available wireless shortcuts to be allocated first. The remaining
nodes are allocated following the direction of wireless shortcuts
such that the nodes in the partition are aligned with the short-
cut, so as to maximize the traffic the shortcut carries. As shown in
Fig. 5, the wireless shortcuts are placed along the vertical diam-
eters (columns) of the folded torus. Hence, the node allocation
also follows a column-major ordering. The major benefit of this
method is that a wireless shortcut can potentially carry traffic from
partitions that do not directly include it but are closely aligned
with it. Systems using this allocation method are denoted by wire-
less + column-major.

3.5. On-chip routing

As mentioned earlier, we adopt wormhole routing to exchange
three-flit messages among nodes of a partition. Network switches
are based on the designs presented in [31]. The general routing
policy follows dimension order routing, in this case XY routing. For
2D_parallel systems that do not have wireless shortcuts, we use a
restricted form of this routing policy. This policy applies only to A-
type partitions and disallows paths outside the partition boundary.

For routing in the presence of wireless shortcuts, we need infor-
mation about the wireless links closest to a source-destination
pair, and the bandwidth provided by such links. This informa-
tion is known beforehand and is available to the router. Based on
this knowledge, the router chooses a path via a wireless short-
cut if that entails fewer hops to transfer a message between a
source-destination pair. The message follows deadlock-free
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**Fig. 6.** Computation throughput across different network architectures, system sizes and job loads.

**Fig. 7.** Proportion of flits using wireless shortcuts and energy consumption across network architectures and system sizes.
south-last routing [4] when involving wireless shortcuts, and XY routing when following wired-only paths between a source and a destination.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Experimental setup

The computation core has a datapath width of 64 bits and provides a number representation accuracy of $\sim 10^{-15}$. As mentioned earlier, our PE integrates four such computation cores. We synthesized VerilogRTLs for the PEs, the network switches and MasterController with 65 nm standard cell libraries from CMP [27]. Our clock period of 1 ns comes from the critical path constraint in the core datapath as mentioned in Section 3.1 and shown in Fig. 2. We verified that our design meets all timing constraints, and evaluated power consumption. We laid out the wired NoC interconnects and determined their physical parameters (power dissipation, delay) using the extracted parasitics (resistances and capacitances). We verified that all wired links could be traversed within one clock cycle. Each wireless link consists of seven channels of 10 Gbps each, providing a total link bandwidth of 70 Gbps. For the wireless links, we considered an energy dissipation of 0.33 pJ/bit as reported in [5] to include the energy consumed in the transceiver circuitry and the antennas, and used these to evaluate the total energy consumption of our system. In order to carry out chip-level thermal analysis we used the data on power consumption so obtained with HotSpot 5.0, an accurate and fast thermal model suitable for use in architectural studies [32].

We experimented with the allocation methods mentioned in Section 3.4. We used system sizes of $N = 64$ and $N = 256$ in our experiments. We model the NoC-based multicore platform as a co-processor connected using a PCIe interface. We modeled a PCI Express 2.0 interface using Synopsys™ Designware™ IP PCI Express 2.0 PHY implemented on 65 nm process and operating at 5.0 Gbps. We use a 32-lane PCIe 2.0 for our simulation.

For experimental studies, we use function kernels from a Maximum Likelihood-based phylogenetic reconstruction software called RAxML version 7.0.4 [33,34]. A detailed profiling of RAxML runs using the GNU gprof utility reveals that a small set of functions consume a predominant portion ($>85\%$) of the runtime. These functions are offloaded to our NoC-based accelerator co-processor and

![Fig. 8. Average power dissipation in different NoC architectures and system sizes.](image)

![Fig. 9. Average, standard deviation and skew of flits routed per network switch across NoC architectures and system sizes.](image)
are denoted by $f_6$, $f_3$ and $f_2$ respectively based on the computation resources (number of computation nodes) they need for execution. Based on the composition of jobs executing on our system, we bin the system job loads into two categories – one in which $f_6$ jobs are dominant and the other in which $f_3$ and $f_2$ jobs occupy up to half of all the nodes. The total number of jobs concurrently executing on the system is clearly higher in the latter case. Since each $f_6$ individually requires the largest number of computation nodes (six), the probability that one will be allocated a contiguous partition on the network is relatively low. Therefore, the above test plan represents the conservative end of the spectrum for performance evaluation.

4.2. Computation throughput

To measure the computation throughput of our system, we only use each basic operation (logarithm/exponentiation) performed by a core (see Section 3.1) as the unit (leaving out addition because it is much simpler), and the number of operations per second as the metric. Computation throughput is not only affected by the mix of jobs running on the system at any point of time, but also by allocation time overhead, usage of wireless shortcuts, and network architecture. Fig. 6 shows the computation throughput for the two different job loads mentioned earlier across different network architectures and system sizes. $2D_{parallel} + wireless$ consistently provides the best computation throughput across job loads and system sizes. It is interesting to note that the best performing architecture has a wireless-agnostic allocation method. While wireless-aware allocation methods guarantee that a larger proportion of flits use the wireless shortcuts (see Fig. 7), this also leads to congestion over these links. Since we use a static routing technique that is based only on the comparison of distances traversed in alternative paths (using shortcuts vs. not using shortcuts), we end up routing more flits through the wireless shortcuts than their bandwidth can sustain without incurring a latency penalty. In
a wireless-agnostic allocation method such as 2D.parallel + wireless, we try to maximize the number of A-type partitions during allocation, leaving to the wireless shortcuts the job of carrying traffic from B-type partitions.

Referring to Fig. 6, we also note that the cases containing a higher proportion of f2 and f3 jobs have a 5–10% higher computation throughput than the f6 dominant loading scenario. Note that a larger system size (Fig. 6b) provides proportional gain in computation throughput because the problem size can be appropriately scaled up. The lowest parallelization efficiency is obtained for wireless + column-major and this is attributed to the high allocation-time overheads for larger system sizes, proving that this allocation method is less scalable with system size.

4.3. Proportion of flits using wireless shortcuts

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of total flits that used the wireless shortcuts. Note that the number of shortcuts (three) is much lower than the number of nodes (64, 256) in the system. As expected, 2D.parallel + wireless, being a wireless-agnostic allocation method, leads to the lowest proportion of flits using wireless shortcuts. On the other hand, wireless + column-major allocation leads to the highest proportion of flits using wireless shortcuts across system sizes. This is because it is a wireless-aware allocation method, in which the partitions that do not get direct access to wireless shortcuts are aligned with the shortcuts, providing them with access to the shortcuts during routing, as explained earlier in Section 3.4.3.

4.4. Energy and power consumption

Average power dissipation in the chip is important from the physical perspective, because it is a direct indicator of the activity of the logic inside the chip and has a bearing on its thermal profile as explained further in Section 4.6. Quite predictably, the average power dissipation is higher in architectures that can deliver higher computation throughput, as shown in Fig. 8. In fact, wireless-aware
allocation consistently leads to lower average power dissipation. We have included a data point to show that wireless link placement under uniform random traffic assumption leads to even lower power dissipation for N = 64, although this is primarily because fewer computations are being performed and fewer messages are being transferred per second. Note that, the reduced power dissipation comes at the cost of reduced throughput performance in all cases. Consequently, we evaluated the energy consumption profiles of the architectures under consideration.

In order to determine which architecture is indeed the most energy-efficient, we evaluated the energy spent per operation. This consists of the computation energy component spent within the computation nodes, and the network energy component spent in the network switches, wireless transceivers and wired links. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the energy spent per operation across different network architectures and system sizes. 2D_parallel + wireless is the most energy-efficient in terms of overall energy consumption per operation. A closer look reveals that for N = 64, the network energy component is indeed lower for the wireless-aware methods, wireless + Hilbert and wireless + column-major, due to a larger proportion of their flits using wireless shortcuts, each of which consumes less energy than a wired link. However, due to higher computation latencies and the greater contribution of the computation energy component, the overall energy per operation turns out to be higher. For N = 256, the proportion of flits using wireless shortcuts is low across all architectures, and the saving in energy due to flits using wireless shortcuts is more than offset by the additional energy consumption in the wired links. This leads us to the conclusion that 2D_parallel + wireless is still the best performing architecture from the energy-efficiency perspective.

4.5. Traffic statistics

In order to thoroughly analyze the throughput and energy-efficiency of different architectures, we need to understand the nature of traffic that our application generates. Our use-case model does not generate a deterministic traffic pattern. Hence, we try to characterize the traffic in terms of its first, second and third order statistical properties, and correlate these with throughput, energy consumption and power dissipation. A good indicator of traffic is the number of flits routed per network switch while running the application. We measure the mean, standard deviation and skew of this quantity across all 64 (256) switches for N = 64 (N = 256), as shown in Fig. 9. For N = 64, the mean values are about the same across architectures; for N = 256, diameter wireless + column-major clearly needs to route more flits per network switch, which indicates congestion and hence reduced throughput as we have seen earlier. Note that the standard deviation varies across architectures for both system sizes, and is the least for 2D_parallel + wireless, which has the highest throughput and lowest energy per operation. Traffic is clearly less skewed for wireless-agnostic architectures than for wireless-aware architectures. This is attributable to congestion around shortcuts in wireless-aware architectures, as discussed earlier. Higher skew is strongly correlated with lower throughput and higher energy per operation. Following the discussion in Section 4.4, higher skew is also correlated with lower power dissipation owing to reduced network and PE activity.

4.6. Thermal profile

Thermal profiling of a many-core chip is important in order to prevent chip failure due to extreme temperatures during periods of peak activity. It is also important to ensure that a large number of hotspots are not created and on-chip temperature variation is low enough not to introduce timing failures. With this objective, we used HotSpot 5.0 [32] to carry out thermal profiling of our systems with N = 64 to determine the relationship between NoC architecture and on-chip thermal variation. As shown in Fig. 8, the majority of the power dissipation is due to computation activity in the PEs. Hence, the method of allocating these PEs to different jobs has a direct bearing on thermal variation and hotspot creation.

Fig. 10(a) and (b) respectively shows thermal profiles for 2D_parallel and 2D_parallel + wireless that look similar albeit for a slightly higher peak temperature in the latter case. Although the maximum temperature (<77 °C) is well within reliability limits, a clustering of hotspots is noticed. Compare this with the thermal profiles of systems having a wireless-aware architecture (Fig. 11). Since average power dissipation is lower in these cases, the thermal profile indicates a more even distribution of hotspots, although the on-chip range of temperature is similar to that seen in Fig. 10. This observation can be expected as we found the wireless-aware architectures to compromise on throughput and thus dissipate lower average power, which naturally translates to a lower probability of hotspot generation. The system designer has to decide the trade-off between higher, energy-efficient throughput on one hand, and lower propensity for hotspot creation on the other, while choosing the NoC architecture and PE allocation approach.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes, designs and evaluates novel NoC-based hardware accelerator platforms targeted toward high-throughput scientific applications. The on-chip network is built using both wired links and on-chip wireless links, the latter being used as long-range shortcuts to further reduce inter-core message latency. In addition to achieving high-throughput, we show that our many-core accelerator platforms are energy-efficient.

We achieved computation throughput of over 10^11 log/exp operations per second for a class of scientific applications involving concurrently-executing jobs of similar nature but variable computational footprint, while consuming ~0.5 nJ for each such operation. Our systems dissipate 55 W (for N=64) and 213 W (for N=256) and the maximum on-chip temperature is capped at 77°C, demonstrating that high throughput is achieved without sacrificing energy-efficiency or exceeding power and thermal budgets, thereby being thermally efficient. We analyze the traffic behavior through statistical properties and correlate these with observations of throughput performance and power dissipation. We explore several NoC architectures and evaluate them with respect to the above-mentioned parameters and present design tradeoffs between throughput and energy-efficiency, and on-chip thermal variation. The results presented herein provide solutions to several challenges a system architect faces when designing low-energy high-performance many-core hardware accelerators.
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